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Abstract. Due to the ever increasing number of different digital media types that we use in our daily work, it is no longer sufficient to manage them in an isolated way but desirable to define associations across the media boundaries. While cross-media information systems enable associations between digital and physical information, there is often a lack of support for flexible authoring and sharing of these associations (links) as, for example, required in meeting situations. We present a solution for this kind of ad-hoc information exchange and collaborative authoring in cross-media environments which is based on a link service in combination with peer-to-peer technologies. Our goal was not to replicate hypermedia documents based on peer-to-peer technology, but rather to use a distributed link service architecture to enable the sharing of link metadata in collaborative information spaces. To avoid information overload and guarantee a certain link quality in these highly dynamic information environments, we adopt some general mechanisms for user and link rating.

1 Introduction

While hypermedia offers a non-linear information environment that allows users to easily browse back and forth between different forms of digital media, its generalisation to cross-media information spaces enables interaction services that can be based on arbitrary resources including physical objects. The concept of being able to freely link arbitrary resources is now also being adopted in fields such as ubiquitous computing to span physical and digital information spaces.

In terms of information services, a cross-media solution effectively enables the model of information publishing and access known from the Web to be extended to any type of information resource and service and possibly to also link these to physical entities. Thus a geographical location could be linked to an audio file, a product to a query for inventory information and a figure within a book to a video or a specific application control command. The use
of unique physical identifiers, for example RFID tags, provides the basis for linking physical objects to digital services. However, to support the development of complex information services involving context-awareness, hypermedia style browsing and dynamic authoring, general cross-media frameworks are required. We have developed such a framework, called iServer, based on a link metamodel, object database technologies and a resource plug-in mechanism to enable linking between different types of digital and physical media.

Several applications have been developed based on the iServer platform and, so far, most of these have been based on a strict publisher and consumer model, where users can browse pre-authored information and access services based on a predefined information space. However, we also want to support cooperative, community-based models of cross-media information environments, where users can publish new personal associations between existing resources or annotations over existing media. We have therefore developed a peer-to-peer (P2P) version of iServer that enables users to share their link spaces. In contrast to many existing P2P systems, we do not aim to replicate resources based on P2P technology, but rather to use a distributed link service architecture for sharing metadata about links between existing resources.

In our distributed iServer solution, link services are discovered in a completely decentralised manner and we do not rely on a dedicated server. Users can dynamically join the community and start annotating or adding links to arbitrary third-party resources as well as access link metadata from other users. To avoid issues of information overload and link fraud, we introduce a collaborative filtering mechanism based on a combined ranking of users and link resources.

We start in Sect. 2 with a more detailed look at the motivation for collaborative cross-media information spaces and a discussion of related work. In Sect. 3, we briefly introduce the existing iServer platform and its underlying cross-media link model before going on to describe the functionality and operation of the cooperative iServer version. In this section, we also discuss how our notion of collaborative information spaces relates to existing distributed information platforms that are based on P2P technologies. Our P2P-based distributed architecture is presented in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we introduce different approaches for user and link rating. The implementation of the motivational scenario is discussed in Sect. 6. Concluding remarks and a discussion of future work are given in Sect. 7.

2 Motivation

The original hypertext and hypermedia information models are based on the concept of connected document spaces in which additional meaning is usually associated with the links between documents. Early models have been extended over the years, both to broaden the scope of the model and to improve the functionality and maintenance of systems through more powerful and flexible link management. Two key innovations in the case of link management were the possibility to address parts of documents in defining link anchors and the management of link metadata in separate linkbases rather than embedding links
in documents [1]. With the emergence of ubiquitous and pervasive computing, physical hypermedia systems have been proposed that enable real-world objects to be linked to digital media, and vice versa, by allowing physical resources to also be included as nodes in the connected information space [2].

Underlying all of these developments, the basic information model remains the same. In all cases, an information space is a connected graph where the nodes are resources and the links are represented by edges. The anchor and target of a link can either be an entire resource or an element within a resource. In contrast to database systems, links are defined at the instance level rather than at the type level. Our goal was to develop a general framework to support a range of hypermedia tools and services. We achieved this by adopting a database approach to the problem that first involved developing a generic link metamodel and then implementing it using an object database management framework.

One of the benefits of managing links separately from resources is that new links can easily be created, not only by the publisher of a resource, but also by arbitrary users. An advantage of such an open link authoring system is that the information space evolves over time based on the users’ current interest. For example, in a teaching and learning environment, students could not only consume the material prepared and published by a teacher, but also add their own links between different resources: These could be links from copies of course slides to web pages, from examples in a printed tutorial document to applications or from physical objects in a lab to digital manuals. Of course, the students could not only create new associations between existing resources but also define links to content that has actually been created during a lecture.

An example of such a tool for capturing notes during a lecture or meeting and sharing them online is the Pulse Smartpen application recently released by Livescribe3. Based on the digital pen and paper functionality developed by Anoto4, handwritten information is captured, synchronised with a concurrent voice recording and can later be published on a web portal. While the sharing of information in this case forms part of a specific application, we envision a more open approach where associations can be defined across different applications as well as different types of media. In a lecture setting, we could imagine the use of other tools for the capturing and linking of information. For example, the interactive paper-based PaperPoint [3] presentation tool could, not only help the lecturer in controlling and annotating presentations, but also support students in annotating content on slide handouts with their own comments and supplemental information.

The important thing about such an open link authoring approach is that we have a combination of the traditional publisher and consumer model with a democratic authoring process based on an open link platform that potentially supports any form of existing and upcoming types of resources. Note that the dynamic authoring of new links could be carried out by software agents by

---

3 http://www.livescribe.com
4 http://www.anoto.com
deriving new associative links based on the analysis of user access patterns as well as being performed manually by individual users.

If users can create their own links, it makes sense that they can share the link metadata with community members. Thus, in our teaching scenario, the students could not only benefit from the links authored by the teacher, but also from new links introduced by other students. Further, students and teachers in one university could share links with those in other universities—possibly also leading them to new resources. However, the idea is not to rely on a client-server architecture where information is created and accessed by the client and then stored on a dedicated server for later sharing. Rather, the students should be able to share their information with other peers in the system in an ad-hoc manner. This could even mean that for some forms of peer-to-peer information sharing we could rely on some kind of ad-hoc connectivity offered by Bluetooth networking and other technologies, where information can only be shared with users in the near vicinity.

When it comes to sharing links, students will no doubt find that certain students provide more useful links than others, especially when linking resources provided by teachers to arbitrary external resources. The course will also evolve over time and so it may be the case that the information of their colleagues may be more reliable than information that was added by former students. However, the exception might be previous students who obtained excellent grades. This implies that we do not simply want to share new link metadata, but also introduce a notion of link quality based on user trust.

The teaching environment is only one application scenario where people want to organise and share information with other local or remote users. The iServer platform is not limited to a specific application, but rather provides a general platform for cross-media information management that can be applied to a large variety of application domains. Two important aspects of the P2P iServer framework are access controls to ensure user privacy as required and the filtering of links to avoid information overload and possible system abuse. The former is handled by the fact that the iServer framework has a user model integrated into its core link model and provides the required user management functionality. The latter is supported by mechanisms for user and link ranking that are used to evaluate the quality of shared link information.

The idea of community-based link sharing, as provided by the P2P iServer framework, is somehow related to proposals in distributed hypermedia [4]. The benefit of our approach lies mainly in the means to realise the goal. By building on advanced database technologies and exploiting practices of metamodel-driven system engineering to the full, we have succeeded in designing a flexible link server platform that supports digital as well as physical resources and is open to new communication paradigms including peer-to-peer technology. In the following sections, we first provide a short overview of the iServer framework and then go on to describe the architecture and operation of our new decentralised P2P iServer framework.
3 Cooperative Cross-Media Link Server

iServer is a general cross-media link server capable of supporting an extensible set of digital and physical media. The framework is based on the resource-selector-link (RSL) metamodel and supports the integration of new media types based on a resource plug-in mechanism. It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all the details of the RSL model and we only introduce the main features relevant to the new cooperative iServer extension. Details of the complete RSL model can be found in [5].

3.1 RSL Metamodel

The RSL model consists of three core entity types represented by resources, selectors and links as shown in Fig. 1. A link is always associated with one or more source entities and one or more target entities where each of these entities might be a resource, a selector or even another link. While a resource represents an entire information unit or service, a selector allows us to address parts of a resource in a similar way to the reference objects introduced in the FOHM [6] model. Note that a selector always has to be associated with a single resource but a resource may have multiple selectors. By modelling links as an entity subtype, we gain the flexibility to define links with other links as source or target entities, allowing us to annotate links with any form of supplementary information.

![Diagram of Resource, Selector, and Link](image)

Fig. 1. Resource, selector and link

The user model defines the access rights associated with an entity and is essential for information sharing issues discussed later in this paper. Users may be either individuals or groups and each entity has exactly one individual creator who defines the user access rights. When it comes to sharing links and resources in the peer-to-peer version, it is up to the creator of an entity to specify whether the information is private or should be publicly available.

On the RSL model level, we have the abstract concepts of resources and selectors and the system can be extended to support new media types by providing concrete implementations (plug-ins) for the resource and selector types. In the
past, various iServer plug-ins have been developed to support different media types. This includes, for example, the iWeb plug-in for HTML resources where iServer acts as an external link repository for web pages in a similar way to existing linkbases. The definition of an iWeb selector is straightforward since we can build on the XML Pointer Language (XPointer) that is used in the context of the XML Linking Language (XLink) [7]. Note that we obtain some additional features not available in the XLink language such as the cross-media linking to an extensible set of resources. In addition to the iWeb plug-in, we have developed iServer resource plug-ins for images, sound and movies, as well as an RFID plug-in for tagging physical objects. Furthermore, a plug-in for linking paper documents (iPaper) has been realised based on interactive paper [8, 9] technologies where position information is encoded on paper as part of the document printing process using, for example, the digital pen and paper functionality offered by Anoto.

A number of applications have been implemented based on the iServer framework, including general browsers for cross-media information spaces, a paper-based mobile tourist information system [10], educational applications and information services as well as an art installation for collaboratively writing and accessing interactive cross-media narratives [11]. Recent work includes the development of advanced authoring tools and, related to this, the cooperative version of iServer for open link authoring.

3.2 Open Link Authoring

The authoring of links in highly-connected cross-media information spaces can be both time-consuming and tedious. Authoring tools have been developed to enable publishers to easily create links across the rich mix of resources and selectors offered by the iServer plug-ins. Making these tools available to users presents a shift from the publisher and consumer model to an open authoring system where every user also becomes a potential publisher and can create their own links between existing resources. Thus, in our student and teacher scenario introduced earlier, individual students can augment the resources and links published by the instructor to create their own, personalised information space. Further, they can integrate external resources through the creation of links to these resources, thereby expanding the cross-media information environment. A next logical step is to allow users to share their links, thereby promoting knowledge sharing and reducing the individual authoring effort. In this way, what might originate as a minimally connected set of resources offered by the instructor can rapidly evolve into a rich, highly-connected information space that reflects the interests and experience of the students.

To support such forms of collaborative authoring, we have developed a cooperative iServer framework based on a P2P architecture. Before describing the implementation of the system in more detail, we would like to compare and contrast our solution with existing P2P information sharing architectures.
P2P technology is well-known from file sharing systems such as Napster\(^5\) and Gnutella. Within the database community, P2P technologies have been proposed for information sharing and distributed services. In the case of information sharing, the familiar problems of detecting semantic equivalences exist where there is no agreed common schema and one approach is to use some form of mediator to assist in the interpretation of shared data \([12]\).

Metadata and ontologies have been used by the hypertext community to help users search for information based on a semantic proximity relationship between documents and also for automatic link generation between documents as described by Dolog et al. \([13]\). Common to many of these systems is the analysis of metadata for selecting objects to be returned to the requesting node based on an attempt to match the semantics of the objects to some form of search query. In contrast, our approach is not based on finding resources which are similar to the resource at hand, but rather on simple associations between resources that users themselves have found to be meaningful. Thus our view is closely related to the proposal for associative linking originally presented by Bush \([14]\).

Of course, we are not alone in this view since distributed link services \([15]\), where link information is stored separately from the resources, have investigated associative linking of resources. More recently, P2P technologies have been considered for building new forms of open hypermedia systems where central link databases are no longer required \([16]\). Results in information retrieval research further show that link knowledge plays a crucial role in classifying unstructured information spaces such as web resources \([17]\) and can improve information access.

Our approach differs in several aspects from other proposals for P2P-based open hypermedia systems. First, we do not use the peer-to-peer network functionality to replicate any hypermedia documents and perform searches in the distributed network of peers as proposed, for example, by Larsen and Bouthin \([18]\). In the cooperative iServer solution, the original hypermedia documents are clearly separated from any annotations or external links and it is only the link or annotation metadata that is shared in an ad-hoc manner over the distributed peer-to-peer architecture.

The clear separation between resources available from specific locations, for example defined by a unique URI, and the distributed link metadata implies that we do not have to care about replication-relevant issues such as identifying identical resources stored by different peers or algorithms for providing optimal distribution and accessibility. A client will always access a resource from its original location and, only in a second step, is additional link metadata acquired over the dynamic peer-to-peer iServer network as illustrated in Fig. 2. The separation of content and metadata further implies that a resource should always be available, provided that the server on which the resource is hosted is up and running, whereas any additional link information may change dynamically over time based on the set of iServer peers currently available in the network.

---

\(^{5}\) http://www.napster.com
To exemplify the main idea behind dynamically distributed link metadata let us compare our approach for link sharing to Annotea [19], a project for collaborative web annotations. While browsing the Web with Amaya\(^6\) or any other Annotea-enabled web browser, a user can annotate arbitrary third-party web pages. The original web page is not modified at all and only new annotation metadata is stored on a server that has to be specified explicitly by the user. Any user or group of users who want to share their annotation metadata have to connect to the same annotation server which is equivalent to having a single iServer instance within our cooperative iServer framework. If our approach for sharing link metadata is applied to the Annotea scenario, this means that the metadata no longer comes from a single annotation server but from a whole network of distributed annotation peers. A single user or a group of users may still have a personal annotation server but, at the same time, it becomes possible to get access to annotations from other groups or communities. What we achieve with the cooperative iServer solution is that a user can access information from their personal iServer instance as well as retrieve link metadata from other iServer peers.

We have to distinguish between persistent link metadata in the form of link information that is stored in a personal iServer instance and the transient link metadata received from the set of remote iServer peers. While the quality of the persistent link metadata can be ensured by controlling the users who have access to a personal iServer instance, we do not have any direct control mechanism to guarantee the integrity of information provided by remote peers. Therefore, an

\(^6\) http://www.w3.org/Amaya/
import part of the cooperative iServer framework is a collaborative filtering mechanism based on the rating of remote users and links as described later in Sect. 5. Note that users do not have control over all linked resources that may be changed or even deleted on remote sites. However, in this case, the link metadata may be updated accordingly or, in the case that a resource has been deleted, the link may be removed too.

The availability of additional link information over the P2P network can be seen as an optional extension to information stored in a single iServer instance. Users are free to use the new cooperative iServer functionality or to work solely with their personal iServer instance. The transient supplemental link metadata provided by the set of iServer peers represents optional suggestions by the members of the collaborative information environment. However, if a user finds some of the suggested link information relevant, they can store it persistently in their personal iServer instance.

4 Distribution Architecture

In designing a distributed architecture for iServer, it was one of our goals to ensure that the framework kept to its principle of being as general as possible, with a clean separation of concerns. Even if iServer is primarily an extension of an object database system, it provides well-defined Java, XML and Web Service APIs for accessing and updating information. The general interaction between peers consists of sending single API calls from one peer to another, the execution of that request on the remote site and the transfer of the result back to the initiating peer. The information returned by the remote peers has to be combined and integrated with information that is available from the local iServer instance. The functionality of a remote iServer system is offered to a local iServer instance via a peer service. This service is implemented within a peer service platform that separates the aspects of interaction and connection.

The interaction architecture is shown in Fig. 3. For the sake of simplicity, we reduce service interaction to the transfer of request and response data between a requesting local system shown on the left-hand side and a responding remote system on the right-hand side. One-to-many and many-to-one interactions which typically occur in distributed iServer scenarios can always be represented by multiple one-to-one data transfers. We now describe the main steps of interaction labeled a to h in the figure.

a In the local system, a request handler is used to post a local request. Depending on the concrete peer service, data may have to be provided by the requesting client. b The handler creates a message object containing the request data and sends its XML representation to a remote request handler. c On the remote site, the message is reconstructed from the string value received and the request data is extracted. d The remote request handler then processes the request which includes access to the iServer API yielding a response data object. e This response data object is wrapped with a message object and f its XML representation is sent back to the local response handler. g The response
handler reconstructs the message and extracts the response data. Typically, the response is then integrated into the local iServer link structure.

We can identify three components each responsible for a particular aspect of service interaction: *handlers*, *data* and *message* objects. A *Data* class encapsulates the iServer API call while the *Message* class enables content-independent implementation of message formats such as plain XML, compressed or encrypted representations. Handlers implement the data object processing which consists of executing API calls and integrating results.

A request handler relies on a connection service providing the means to address a particular or multiple peers and to send and receive messages. This functionality is encapsulated in a connection service component. It consists of a peer abstraction that can be identified by other peers, a class representing the group of peers sharing links as well as resources and a connection handler creating and maintaining physical channels to remote peers.

The peer abstraction is responsible for starting and stopping a connection handler and it maintains a collection of running connection handlers. In order to deploy a particular peer service, the corresponding request and response handlers must be registered with the peer. The registration causes the peer to create a new connection handler object and associate it with the handlers. Note that we can deploy multiple services using the same class of connection handlers, in which case, each of them forms a logical peer-to-peer channel while they actually all use the same connection. However, we can also have multiple connection handler classes, each implemented for a different connection technology. In this case, different technologies such as JXTA\(^7\), Web Services and ad-hoc networking can be used in parallel.

\(^7\) [https://jxta.dev.java.net/](https://jxta.dev.java.net/)
5 User and Link Rating

In a cooperative community of publishers and consumers who are equally responsible for the available content, a variety of issues must be addressed. Brookshier et al. [20] name three typical problems. First, a *leecher* is a participant who consumes without contributing. Communities with too many leechers produce little content and all network traffic is focused on a few publishers which decreases their availability. Second, any community supporting democratic publishing can be a target for *spamming*, namely the distribution of unsolicited content. Last, *malicious content* can be published for various reasons with the goal of reducing the community’s worth.

Some systems try to avoid the first problem by keeping designated publishers to ensure the information supply, and of course it is always possible to support this model in the iServer P2P framework. The content in our information spaces consists of resources and links and we primarily envisage shifting the authoring of links between resources to the user community rather than the authoring of the resources themselves. This means that the effort required from the user is minimal and therefore should not discourage them from cooperating.

The rapid and considerable emergence of technologies enabling democratic content publishing has led to the development of rating and filtering systems addressing the issues of unsolicited or malicious content. Existing collaborative filtering (CF) techniques are frequently classified as being either *user-based* or *item-based*. In *user-based* CF [21–23], the ratings from users similar to the requesting user are aggregated for the target item. The assumption is that similar users share similar opinions. User similarity is based on the comparison of user profiles representing a user in terms of features relevant in the scope of the application domain. In contrast, an *item-based* CF approach [24, 25] first retrieves items similar to the one to be rated and then aggregates the ratings from all users about these items. In this case, the assumption is that similar items tend to be rated similarly. Both of these approaches have in common the fact that the rating inference is based on some notion of similarity. However, the assessment of relevant features as well as the computation of similarities still form a bottleneck in current rating systems.

The main interaction of iServer peers consists of exchanging link metadata. A common request is a query for in- and outgoing links from a particular resource. As a result, the user receives a set of unknown links. Filtering can be achieved by deciding, for each item received from a particular user, whether to accept or reject it. In real world situations such decisions are often made based on the trustworthiness of the sender in addition to the relevance and quality of the item. Electronic communities such as eBay [26] have successfully implemented trust and reputation techniques supporting users in taking decisions. Research in trust and reputation systems has given rise to a variety of techniques for rating users and interpreting rating values [27].

Our framework supports individual users in deciding on their own levels of trust in certain users, thereby accounting for any lack of social agreement about the trustworthiness of individual publishers. A user who knows and is therefore
able to rate a relatively small number of other users can infer ratings from a vast number of other users by exploiting transitive propagation of trust.

We provide a rating implementation where a rating value is interpreted as the amount of trust flowing from a rating user to a rated user. The transitive propagation of trust consists of searching the minimum trust along a path connecting the two users. If multiple such paths exist, all minimum trusts are summed up. Given a graph where the nodes represent users and edges connect those users that have explicitly stated their trust in each other, this can be achieved by running a max flow algorithm with the rating user as source and the rated user as sink.

Since a user receives responses from multiple users, the information on which a filtering decision is based consists of the sending user and the currently received item as well as the set of previously received items. In order to exploit all information available, we also take into account the frequency with which a particular item has been received. Therefore, we combine user ratings with response ratings to filter responses returned from remote peers. This may, not only help to improve the quality of information presented to the user, but also reduce the quantity, thereby preventing the information overload that could result from a large, highly-connected information space.

We encode user ratings as tuples containing the rating user, the rated user and the rating value. Such a tuple is created by the rating user and propagated to all other members of the peer group. A user rating manager ensures that all peers have the same set of tuples stored locally. This tuple synchronisation is achieved as follows:

1. On startup, the peer tries to read a file containing tuples stored in previous sessions. If this file does not exist, a new empty one is created.
2. The peer creates a tuple set $S_{local}$ containing all tuples in the file. Whenever $S_{local}$ changes, the file is updated.
3. When a peer joins the group, it requests the tuple set $S_{remote}^i$ from all other members $i$ of the group.
4. Every incoming tuple set $S_{remote}^i$ is compared with the local set $S_{local}$ as follows:
   - If $S_{local}$ does not contain all tuples in $S_{remote}^i$ then the local set is updated.
   - If $S_{remote}^i$ does not contain all tuples in $S_{local}$ then the local set is broadcast to all other members.
5. When no more sets are broadcast, all tuple sets contain the same tuples.
6. Whenever a new rating is set locally, the local set of tuples is broadcast to all other members of the group.

We have implemented a user rating manager which encapsulates the process of synchronising rating tuple sets. It maintains a graph containing all user ratings and provides the interface for rating inference. A rating manager is owned by a peer and is used by one of its response raters as described next.
Since every iServer P2P API request is broadcast to all members of a group, a peer possibly receives multiple responses. A response rating manager filters incoming responses before they are made accessible to the user. The selection is based on rating values that are computed by response raters for every response. The rating values of multiple response raters are combined by an interchangeable aggregator function. We implemented two response raters, one returning the rating of the responding user as described above and the other returning the frequency of the response within the collection of previous responses.

A response is uniquely identified by the initiating request and the responding user. For every request, the rating manager maintains a set of responses, each paired with the responding user. It also manages a set of registered response raters that are used to compute an overall rating value. Each rater is associated with an individual weight which is multiplied with the rating value computed before being aggregated with the overall rating value. The local response handler adds incoming responses to the request specific set. There are two ways to access the resources and links received: Either by explicitly requesting the set of filtered responses to a particular request or upon notification about a received response that passed the filtering.

6 Cooperative iServer Application

After presenting the iServer P2P architecture and the related rating scheme, we now explain how applications supporting the type of scenarios described in Sect. 2 can be realised based on the outlined architecture. The iServer API enables the creation of new entities as well as the definition of links between source and target entities. Each iServer peer manages a local graph structure containing the linked entities and can further transiently integrate links received from other iServer peers.

Fig. 4. iServer plug-ins
The functionality to create entities and links between them is provided by specific applications. An application is defined in terms of some application logic in combination with a set of iServer plug-ins. The implementation of a new iServer plug-in includes the definition of the resource types such as slides, web pages and annotations, as well as the specification of the corresponding selectors. In Fig. 4, we show two plug-ins providing some of the functionality motivated in Sect. 2. The slideshow annotation is defined in terms of the Slideshow and Annotation resources. In this case, the selector is a particular Slide within a slideshow which can be annotated. The association of a programming tutorial with example applications is declared by the PDF resource from which selected Paragraphs can be linked to Application resources.

![Create and view links](image)

Fig. 5. Create and view links

The application user interface must provide the means for users to create and view links as shown in Fig. 5. In order to annotate a slideshow, a note is written on a printed paper handout with a digital pen and interpreted by the PaperPoint application as shown on the top left in Fig. 5. Based on our interactive paper iServer plug-in, the PaperPoint application can not only capture the handwritten note but also assign it to a specific slide based on where the user writes within the handouts. The annotation is stored as a new resource instance containing the handwritten text and is linked to the corresponding slide selector. Note that since we only share links and not resources using the P2P iServer architecture, the application has to make sure that the annotation resource is made available, for example on a dedicated server, if it is to be accessible later to other users. Any link with a non-available resource will just not be visualised. In the case
where a paragraph of a PDF tutorial should be associated with some executable code, the authoring tool on the top right is used to create a link between a selected paragraph and the corresponding application executable.

![Visualisation of local and remote links](image)

**Fig. 6.** Visualisation of local and remote links

The P2P iServer framework provides some built-in functionality to visualise the collaborative information spaces as shown in Fig. 6. In this simple visualisation tool, which is mainly used by developers of new services for checking link sharing at a fairly low level, resources of any media type are just represented by simple text labels. Furthermore, nodes and edges are represented in different colours to highlight the original information sources. Yellow circular nodes and black edges represent entities originating from the local iServer, whereas red rectangular nodes and the lighter red edges represent remote entities. This distinction has been implemented for visualisation purposes only and it can be omitted if remote entities are to be integrated transparently into the local system. The snapshot of the graphical user interface (GUI) also indicates the auxiliary functionality offered by the tool. Users can also view information about user ratings and specify their own explicit ratings if required.

### 7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a notion of collaborative cross-media information environments based on community-based link authoring between arbitrary resources and elements within these resources. The underlying information model is similar to those familiar from hypertext and hypermedia systems, but allows links
between arbitrary resources, including physical objects, paper documents and application services. Cooperation is actually supported on two levels—the user management integrated into the core RSL model and a P2P architecture for distributed information sharing.

While many of the features of the iServer framework and its cooperative version can be found in other projects and systems developed within the hypertext community, the main contribution of our work is to combine concepts in a single, extensible framework. Our cooperative iServer framework applies P2P technology for metadata sharing whereas the actual resources are not replicated.

In order to avoid information overload and ensure link quality, we introduced a collaborative filtering mechanism that is based on a graph model. Response raters and aggregating functions allow arbitrary filtering techniques to be adopted. The use of a graph opens the rich variety of existing graph algorithms. A rater has been presented that implements filtering using a max flow algorithm. Through the development of a flexible framework, we have obtained a platform allowing for future investigation with new combinations of interaction procedures, connection technologies and collaborative filtering techniques.

We have further highlighted how the cooperative iServer framework supports the application developer in realising solutions for sharing link information across different applications as well as different types of resources. The presented architecture ensures that developers do not have to deal with link sharing and link rating details. At the same time, the iServer framework guarantees that the resulting solution for dealing with cross-media information spaces is extensible in the sense that new resource types can be easily integrated via a plug-in mechanism.

Our original implementation implies that all collaborating peers must be connected through a single network. We are investigating another approach which does not require such a permanent network. It supports ad-hoc connections between peers within reach of their Bluetooth or Wi-Fi facilities. A system including such handlers allows opportunistic data sharing between any peers that happen to meet in physical space. Mobile users greatly benefit from delay tolerant multi-hop data dissemination in the absence of a network infrastructure. It also provides the notion of user similarity resulting from the nature of ad-hoc networks. We are currently evaluating this similarity measure in the filtering process described in this paper which involves the implementation of a third response rater and its deployment within our iServer P2P framework.
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